Hymenoptera venom immunotherapy while maintaining cardiovascular medication: safe and effective.
The hypothetical risks of cardiovascular medication during Hymenoptera venom immunotherapy (VIT) are still a matter of controversy. To assess the potential influence of β-blockers (BBs) and/or angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEIs) on the long-term safety and outcome of VIT. Data on the course of VIT maintenance phase, Hymenoptera re-stings, and concurrent medication were retrospectively derived from standardized questionnaires in a cohort of patients with significant cardiovascular comorbidity. Of 225 patients, 125 (55.6%) were taking cardiovascular medication at the time of data collection: 71 (31.6%) took an ACEI, and 40 (17.8%) took a BB. A total of 3,397 months of maintenance VIT during intake of an ACEI and 1,418 months during BB therapy were evaluated. Cumulative VIT-related reaction rates, including subjective symptoms, were 9.1% per treatment cycle and 0.31% per injection, with objective reaction rates of 1.7% and 0.06%, respectively. The incidence of adverse events was significantly higher in patients with a previous history of systemic reactions at VIT buildup (P = .004). Surprisingly, reaction rates were lower in patients taking any kind of cardiovascular medication (P = .04) or an ACEI (P = .03). The overall reexposure rate to Hymenoptera stings was 42.7%, and the field sting-induced objective reaction rate was 7.3%. There was no evidence of an increase of field sting-related relapse or hospitalization rates by concurrent cardiovascular medication. Cardiovascular medication does not impair the safety and/or the efficacy of Hymenoptera VIT.